Proof. Let Conn denote {x : ∃(G, S), x = µ(Cay(G, S))}.
Let Ω ∞ stand for {0, 1} N , which is endowed with the product topology. It is enough to show that there is a continuous injection f from Ω ∞ to Conn. Indeed, as Ω ∞ is compact and R is Hausdorff, if there is such an f , then f induces a homeomorphism from the Cantor space Ω ∞ to f (Ω ∞ ). Besides, as Conn is a subset of R and both R and Ω ∞ have cardinality 2 ℵ 0 , the Cantor-Schröder-Bernstein Theorem implies that if there is an injection from Ω ∞ to Conn, then Conn has cardinality 2 ℵ 0 .
To prove the existence of a function f as above, we will rely on several facts, which are listed below. Fact g is about "Groups". For it, the reader is referred to the proof of Lemma III.40 in [dlH00] . Facts l and si, respectively on "Locality" and "Strict Inequalities", are due to Grimmett and Li: see respectively [GL] and [GL14] . Facts i and c are easy and classical. They provide an "Inequality" and a "Convergence".
g There are a finitely generated group H and a subgroup C of H such that C is isomorphic to n∈N Z and central in H.
l Let (G n ) n≤∞ be a sequence of Cayley graphs such that G n converges locally 1 to G ∞ . Denote by Z the graph Cay(Z, {1}) and by G n × Z the Cartesian product of the graphs G n and Z.
si Let G be a group generated by a finite subset S, and let N be a normal subgroup of G. Assume that N = {1} and that the ball of centre 1 and radius 2 of Cay(G, S) intersects N only at 1.
Then, µ(Cay(G/N, S)) < µ(Cay(G, S)).
i Let G be a group generated by a finite subset S, and let N be a normal subgroup of G.
Then, µ(Cay(G/N, S)) ≤ µ(Cay(G, S)).
c Let G be a group generated by a finite subset S. Let (N n ) n≤∞ be a sequence of normal subgroups of G such that for every finite subset
The proof may now begin. Let us fix (H, C H ) satisfying g. Let S H be a finite generating subset of H. To avoid conflicts between additive and multiplicative notations, in the next three sentences, let us see (Z, +) as ( a , ·). Let G := H × a and S := S H × {1} ∪ {(1, a)}. The finite subset S of G generates the group G. The subgroup C := C H × {1} of G is central and isomorphic to n∈N Z. Fix a basis (g n ) of the free abelian group C.
Let Ω denote the set of the (finite and infinite) words on the alphabet {0, 1}. If P denotes a property which may be satisfied or not by elements of N ∪ {∞}, denote by Ω P the set of the elements of Ω whose length satisfies P.
In this context, we may use the subscript "k" as an abbreviation for "= k". The Ω ∞ introduced at the beginning of the proof agrees with this notation.
For every ω ∈ Ω <∞ , we will define a group G ω , which will be a quotient of G. Before stating our conditions, let us point out that we set G empty word to be G. As a result, G with no subscript or with an empty subscript are both defined, and refer to the same object.
We will proceed by induction on n ∈ N, with the following Induction Hypothesis. See the figure on the next page.
ih For every ω ∈ Ω ≤n , we have built a group G ω which is G or a quotient of G by a subgroup of g i : i < n . We denote by G ω the Cayley graph of G ω with respect to S.
For every ω ∈ Ω <n , we have constructed a real number denoted by b ω , and we have G ω0 = G ω .
Setting "no letter" < 0 < < 1 and ordering lexicographically the words on the alphabet {0, , 1}, the set
Notice that ih holds for n = 0. Let n ∈ N be such that ih holds at rank n, and let us prove that it holds at rank n + 1. For ω ∈ Ω n and k ∈ N , let N ω k denote the subgroup of G ω generated by g n k , which is normal in G ω by centrality of C in G. Let F be a finite subset of G ω . By ih at rank n, the map k → g n k is injective from Z to G ω . The set Z ω F := {j ∈ Z : g n j ∈ F } is thus finite. For every k > max j∈Z ω F |j|, we have kZ ∩ Z ω F ⊂ {0}. As a result, for k large enough N ω k ∩F = {1}∩F . It follows from c that Cay(G ω / kg n , S) converges locally to G ω when k goes to infinity.
Thus, by taking m n ∈ N large enough, l and si guarantee that for every ω ∈ Ω n , the connective constant x := µ(Cay(G ω / m n g n , S)) satisfies x < µ(G ω ) and, for every strict prefix α of ω, b α < x. Taking m n to be minimal such that the above holds and letting G ω0 := G ω , G ω1 := G ω / m n g n and b ω := (µ(G ω0 ) + µ(G ω1 ))/2, we get ih at rank n + 1. By induction, the G ω 's are constructed with the desired properties, together with the "byproduct" sequence (m n ). Let (ω n ) be a converging sequence of elements of Ω ∞ , and let ω ∞ denote its limit. For n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, define N n to be m i g i : i such that ω n (i) = 1 . For every element g = i≤i 0 g a i i of the free abelian group C, we have g ∈ N n ⇐⇒ "{i : a i = 0} ⊂ {i : ω n (i) = 1} and ∀i ≤ i 0 , m i |a i ".
Consequently, (N n ) n≤∞ satisfies the hypotheses of c. By c and l, f (ω n ) converges to f (ω ∞ ), so that f is continuous.
It remains to establish the injectivity of f . Let ω and ω be two distinct elements of Ω ∞ . Let i ∈ N be minimal such that ω(i) = ω (i). Without loss of generality, we may assume that ω(i) = 0 and ω (i) = 1. For n ∈ N, denote by ω n the prefix of ω of length n. Note that ω i = ω i . By i and the construction, we have
By c and l, µ(G ωn ) converges to µ(G ω ). Therefore,
In particular, µ(G ω ) = µ(G ω ). The function f is thus injective, and the theorem is proved.
